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and took it to a pharma company? Before the cloud, we
never would have even thought about this as a possibility.” 

The Need for Speeding Innovation
Although saving money is the most-often cited reason for moving

applications online, Mr. Powers says it is the need for speeding inno-
vation to patients that lured Lilly to the cloud. 
“Leveraging the cloud became paramount to Lilly

when it realized how using it could speed innova-
tion,” Mr. Powers says. “Everything we are doing in
our research organization is all about speed and inno-
vation, which are inseparable.” 
Lilly’s use of cloud computing hits the mark on

three main goals. First, it taps into the benefits of
large-scale computing, as in the examples cited
above. Second, the company is able to access — and
pay for — huge amounts of computing power only
as needed. And third, the cloud expands the compa-
ny’s opportunities for collaboration. 
Working on the cloud has allowed Lilly to create

what Mr. Powers calls a “vending machine full of
applications” from which scientists and IT analysts
can create an entire ecosystem of applications in a
matter of minutes, without having to build elements

from the ground up. 
Collaborating on the cloud is a natural extension for Lilly, which is

transitioning from being a fully integrated pharmaceutical company
— a FIPCO — to a fully integrated pharmaceutical network, or FIP-
Net, which involves casting a wider net with regard to external ideas,
expertise, and resources.  
“We now have our peers around the globe actively involved in

cloud computing activities, so there’s that additional aspect of collab-
oration around projects that were in the past just internal,” Mr. Pow-
ers says. 
(Editor’s note: For more information about FIPNet, visit

lilly.com/news/speeches/081119/default.html.)
Collaborating is one of the ultra advantages of using the cloud

within the life-sciences industry, says Michael Naimoli, U.S. life sci-
ences industry solutions director at Microsoft. 

hen Dave Powers, senior systems engineer,
research and development IT at Eli Lilly and Company,
talks about the advantages of cloud computing in the life-

sciences industry, he gets pretty excited — as do others who have expe-
rienced first hand the benefits of the cloud. According to our thought
leaders, cloud computing is game changing in the race to innovation,
enabling scientists and technologists to quickly
answer complicated analytical problems in record
time and at record cost-savings. 
Lilly has validated the ability to move large sci-

entific computing workloads online, or to the cloud,
if you prefer. Among other initiatives, Lilly runs a
64-machine cluster computer working on bioinfor-
matics sequence information that is able to reduce a
12-week processing time to 20 minutes. The speed
is remarkable, and so is the cost: using Amazon’s
EC2, the computer power costs all of about $6 for
the 20 minutes. 
Is it any wonder Mr. Powers is excited? To further

illustrate the significance of the speed and agility of
using the cloud, he gives another example of its
power: The company moved critical computations
into the cloud and was able to consolidate 900 com-
puting hours into just three hours. That warrants
repeating: 900 CPUs of analysis, performed in 180 minutes. 
“We were working internally within our own environment of com-

puters and networks, and one of our computational biologists walked
into the room and said he needed a data set analyzed and processed in
48 hours,” he recalls. “It would have taken us weeks internally, so we
had no other option but to use the cloud to meet the timeline needed.
It was game changing.” 
Mr. Powers is also quite enthusiastic about the cloud’s ability to

level the playing field and to enable innovation at all levels. 
“Frankly, I find that its accessibility is one of the most exciting

opportunities of the cloud,” he says. “Everybody, from the heads of
multibillion dollar pharmaceutical companies studying biology and
chemistry to a high school biology teacher, literally has access to the
same computing environment. How cool would it be if a bunch of
high school students and teachers discovered something meaningful
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“When organizations collaborate on prec-
ompetitive analysis, they need to pool
resources around large sets of data,” he says.
“Using a platform as a service, research orga-
nizations can easily move large amounts of
data to the cloud and work around it on a
platform that is scalable, and everyone can be
working simultaneously. In terms of cost
reduction for the industry, being able to get
and pay for only the computer power needed
while adding more efficiency around this
most important data processing development
is a total win-win for the industry.”

The Cloud Movement
The concept behind cloud computing is

not new. According to German-based Busi-
ness & Information Systems Engineering
journal, cloud computing is the modern ver-
sion of the time-sharing computing model of

the 1960s, with the exception being that
today’s cloud is accessed through a Web
browser instead of across mainframes. The
second major computing paradigm occurred
in the 1980s, when the 1960s host-centric,
time-shared computing model evolved into
client/server group computing. Today’s latest
shift to the cloud — on a very simple level —
means that everything that has been done
before is still being done, but now it is facil-
itated through the Internet. 
According to our thought leaders, there

has been a steady five-year growth in use of
cloud computing in this industry that is
expected to continue well into the next five
years. Interest in the pharma space in partic-
ular has heated up over the past 18 months or
so, driven by a renewed focus on cost-cutting
measures and the time sensitivity pressure
because of drying drug pipelines. Another

driver is the newer applications, platforms,
and solutions that are hitting the market,
such as Microsoft’s Windows Azure Platform,
which became commercially available in
February of this year. Just two months after
its launch, Microsoft announced that the new
platform was expanding its reach commer-
cially to 40 more countries. 
Eric Olden, CEO of Symplified, believes

the industry is only in the beginning stages of
widespread cloud adoption. 
“Today cloud computing is 90% hype and

only 10% substance, but over the coming
years there will be a shift that will impact
even the very large organizations,” he says.
“Everyone can operate more efficiently on the
cloud.” 
Matt Wallach, executive VP and general

manager of Veeva Systems, believes that the
industry has moved beyond the hype and is
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The Cloud
If you have used any of these apps — Hotmail,

Gmail, Skydrive, Live Mesh, Google Apps, Windows

Live Messenger — you’ve been in the cloud.

What’s in a cloud? 
THE NAME: According to Wikipedia, the cloud got

its name from the shape of the computer network

diagrams used when someone tries to explain the

infrastructure of Internet computing. It is described

as Internet-based computing that provides shared

resources, software, and information to computers

and other devices from a cloud computing envi-

ronment. Rather than storing software on a com-

puter or a corporate server, applications and con-

tent run on remote servers and are accessed by

Web-connected devices, including computers,

phones, and TVs. 

Gartner defines cloud computing as a style of

computing in which massively scalable IT-related

capabilities are provided “as a service” using Inter-

net technologies to multiple external customers.

Forrester defines cloud computing as a pool of

abstracted, highly scalable, and managed comput-

er infrastructure capable of hosting end-customer

applications and billed by consumption. 

Currently, according to Wikipedia and other

sources, there are four major companies that oper-

ate the servers that service the cloud computing

environment and they are Google, Amazon,

Microsoft, and Salesforce.com. 
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development and testing of enterprise soft-
ware such SAP,” Ms. Ferrara says. 
Small companies such as Amylin Pharma-

ceuticals are reducing cost and complexity by
leveraging e-mail from Google, human
resources applications from Amazon, and
salesforce automation from Salesforce.com. 
According to Jason Stowe, founder and

CEO of Cycle Computing, Amylin moved six
of its most costly operations to the cloud,
ranging from e-mail systems to collaborative
business applications from SAP and CRM. 
Industry sources state that Amylin moved

its e-mail solution to a SaaS application and
employed virtual data center capabilities in
four major areas using Amazon EC2 and
other providers. 

adamant that cloud use in the life sciences is
here to stay.
“Every new system will be cloud comput-

ing-based within five years — where appro-
priate,” Mr. Wallach predicts. “There are
some areas that may never move to the cloud,
simply because there is no advantage to
doing so, such as where flexibility may actu-
ally be detrimental. For example, account-
ing, manufacturing, supply chain, or con-
tract management systems may never move
to the cloud.”
Today, every life-sciences company is con-

sidering or starting to implement some form
of cloud computing into its business opera-
tions. 
“Pharmaceutical companies of every size

have one or more experiments or pilot pro-
jects in the cloud,” says Lynette Ferrara, part-
ner, practice healthcare sector, CSC Informat-
ics. “Large pharmaceutical companies, such
as Lilly, Pfizer, and J&J are conducting
research using the cloud infrastructure as a
service. Pfizer’s Biotherapeutics & Bioinno-
vation Center business unit also began using
Amazon cloud services earlier this year to
develop and refine models in antibody dock-
ing runs. According to many media reports,
by using EC2, Pfizer can process models in as
little as two to three hours, instead of the
usual two to three days it would take on an
internal server.”
Mr. Powers of Lilly agrees. “If one were to

survey 10 pharma companies, probably 10
out of 10 would have something to share
about pilot programs in cloud computing,”
he says.
For example, bioinformatics firm

GenomeQuest moved its entire gene-
sequencing process and related information-
sharing portal to the cloud. 
“Pharma companies of all sizes have been

quick to embrace the cloud as a platform for

THE CLOUD LEVELS THE PLAYING

FIELD: COMPANIES CAN COMPUTE

LIKE LILLY, BUT THEY DON’T HAVE TO

SPEND LIKE LILLY.
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Life-Sciences’ R&D Increasingly
Adopts Cloud Computing Model
The cloud computing model is still in its early days,

and most life-sciences organizations are still test-

ing its feasibility and determining which applica-

tions run best in the model’s Web-based applica-

tions mode. Yet driven by continual acceleration in

the rates of data generation and the desire for pro-

cessor-intensive applications, these organizations

continue to increase their cloud use and the diver-

sity of applications they run there.

According to a recent publication from Insight

Pharma Reports, Cloud Computing in Life Sciences

R&D, cloud computing is rapidly growing in impor-

tance as life-sciences R&D organizations face eco-

nomic restrictions, trends toward outsourcing, and

a deluge of data from multiple sources. Simultane-

ously, demand for computationally complex mod-

eling and simulation studies continues to rise dra-

matically. Limited funding and budgets make it

difficult for many organizations to build the infras-

tructure necessary to keep pace with these chal-

lenges, making cloud computing a promising

alternative to in-house expansion.

According to the report, areas particularly suit-

ed to cloud computing include next-generation

sequencing, with its ever-increasing burden of

data that needs to be processed and interpreted;

protein docking; modeling and simulation; and

data mining. And given bullish signals for the

future of cloud computing in the life sciences, ana-

lysts expect the number and diversity of applica-

tions to increase markedly over the next five years,

the report notes.

For more information, visit insightpharmareports.com.

WHEN CLOUD SOURCING COMES

TOGETHER WITH CLOUD

 COMPUTING, WE CAN’T EVEN

 IMAGINE ALL THE POSSIBILITIES.

DAVE POWERS

Eli Lilly and Company
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The company also uses the cloud for
infrastructure power that allows fast provi-
sioning, software development tools, and dis-
aster recovery. 
GlaxoSmithKline was Microsoft’s first

major customer for its hosted communica-
tions software suite when it migrated
100,000 employees from IBM’s Lotus Notes
to Microsoft’s hosted suite, which includes
Exchange for e-mail, SharePoint, Office
Communications Online, and Office Live
Meeting, all managed from Microsoft’s own
data centers. 
According to Mr. Naimoli of Microsoft,

the industry is testing the waters by using the
cloud for communications systems, but once
it understands the power of the cloud for gene
sequencing or data set analysis, for example,
it will dive in a bit deeper. 
“GlaxoSmithKline has been an early

adopter, and once the industry starts realizing
the tremendous opportunity in research and
development, other companies will be next,”
he says. 
According to Veeva Systems’ Mr. Wallach,

Genentech’s recent move to take its corporate
e-mail and calendar off its internal servers and
move them to the Google cloud was a “water-
shed event for the industry.”
Mr. Powers’ vision for the cloud comput-

ing future is for it to be the first thing the
industry thinks about using. He says the
usual MO for a company has been to spend
years building an internal system to only out-
grow it, and then have to move to the cloud. 
“I hope that by 2015, cloud computing is

very much the first and foremost considera-
tion, in reverse of today’s strategy, which is
how can we build this system internally and
then think about moving into the cloud,” Mr.
Powers says. “The pharma industry is at least
two or three years away from a complete-pro-
duction type environment on the cloud, but
each administrative piece that can be moved
there is a step in the right direction.”�

PharmaVOICE welcomes comments about this

article. E-mail us at feedback@pharmavoice.com.
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ccording to our thought leaders, the
No. 1 objection to moving propri-
etary information to the cloud is
security, and our experts say those

fears are mostly unfounded today. Cloud com-
puting has been around long enough for there
to be a level of maturity in the architectures
and data centers to alleviate any breach, loss, or
unauthorized access to data, our experts say.
However, in this risk-averse industry, the idea
of hard-earned, intellectual data “floating” in a
public cloud is daunting. 

Let go, let cloud
Dave Powers, senior systems engineer,

research and development IT, at Eli Lilly and
Company, says the issue is more of a mindset
problem than a technical problem. Lilly has
worked for several years in the cloud and has
become very comfortable with its role there. 
“Early on, we were asked quite a lot about

security and risks, and now we are quite con-
fident in the cloud providers with whom we
are working that they know how critical secu-
rity is for this industry,” Mr. Powers says. “I
think there was an uncertainty around what
the security paradigm and model was, and as
we understand more from cloud providers
about their security implementation now the

concern does not need to be as fearful as
in the beginning.”
But letting go — both physically and

metaphorically — of data is not an easy
transition for the industry to make and
requires ongoing conversations to build
trust with the scientists, Mr. Powers says. 
“We had a lot of discussions around

the concerns regarding security, privacy,
regulatory, and compliance risks,” he says.
“Don’t underestimate the energy and
effort involved in making that transition.
“We wouldn’t pick up everything and

drop it in the cloud today nor would we not
consider the cloud because it is too insecure,”
he continues. “It’s a balance and in the end it
comes down to risk assessment. We are very
careful and very thoughtful about what we are
doing.”

If finance and defense are
doing it ...
According to Jason Stowe, CEO of Cycle

Computing, concern around the security of data
is very similar to the privacy concerns around
healthcare data. Other industries, such as the
financial services and the Department of
Defense, have moved processes to the cloud
through secure clusters in a classified environ-
ment, very similar to Amazon’s EC2 platform,
he says.
Mr. Stowe also believes that the issue is

analogous to when consumers were first hesi-
tant to buy products over the Internet. 
“Now look at the retail success of Amazon,”

he says. “Once more life-sciences companies
start to move toward the cloud, others will fol-
low. There are pharma companies out there
taking the risk and reaping the benefits. Pfiz-
er has conducted molecular modeling on the
cloud on top of Cycle Computing clusters.
Johnson & Johnson and Lilly share informa-
tion to run various forms of discovery or clini-
cal-oriented calculations.”
Mr. Stowe tells us that another unnamed

large pharma is sharing its compound data
base and “putting all it knows about various
compounds that could be potential drug can-
didates on EC2.” 
Security risk is one of the most common

misperceptions about cloud computing, says
Lynette Ferrara, partner at CSC’s Health Infor-
matics.
“It is often believed that the cloud is a law-

less wasteland where data and programs float

BY ROBIN ROBINSON
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Cloud COMPUTING

across the globe, vulnerable to predators and
user naivety,” she says. “But an equally preva-
lent misconception is that the cloud is secure
and ready for use by any application.” 
The reality is more nuanced and reflects the

range of cloud configurations now available.
The good news is that cloud vendors are grow-
ing up; they are developing the operating and
business models aligned to the needs of corpo-
rate customers. The public cloud services now
available from vendors such as Google, Amazon,
Salesforce.com, and Microsoft provide the tools
to control access, manage where data resides,
and support data encryption. The public cloud
is, however, best suited for applications where
the data and the tool sets are open source.
If a company is leery and wants to protect

the data and research findings, it can start
with more of a hybrid virtual private cloud
that provides higher levels of security and
where identity management remains behind
the firewalls and robust security is provided
by robust standard operating procedures and
technology. 
People are mostly concerned that the cloud

is not as secure as something they can main-
tain themselves, when actually the cloud is
more secure than many in-house systems. 
“In the end, security is a technical word for

trust,” says Eric Olden, CEO of Symplifed.
”The biggest hurdle for the industry will be to
get over the perception that the cloud is less
secure.” �

WE WOULDN’T PICK UP EVERYTHING

AND DROP IT IN THE CLOUD NOR

WOULD WE NOT CONSIDER THE CLOUD

BECAUSE IT IS TOO INSECURE. IT’S

ABOUT RISK ASSESSMENT AND

 BALANCE.

DAVE POWERS

Lilly

Cloud Service Levels
Cloud computing is layered into four distinct levels of service, with a fifth level emerging to pro-

vide the management and security services currently offered by the internal data center and IT

groups. These are the descriptions of each below.

� BUSINESS PROCESS AS A SERVICE (BPAAS) — Within the BPaaS level, a business function

is essentially outsourced to a cloud-based service provider. Today, the most prevalent busi-

ness processes provided by cloud vendors are back-office functions such as billing, payroll,

and collections. In the future, pharma companies will demand more pharma specific ser-

vices. Soon a wide range of cloud-hosted business services, including clinical data and doc-

ument management, safety signal monitoring, and comparative effectiveness research, will

be available. Pharma companies that use these services will improve the ROI from their data

assets, better understand the performance and relative effectiveness of their products and

services in real-world conditions, and enable the next wave of product innovation.

� SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS)— At the SaaS level, it is possible to license fully function-

al software programs as a service eliminating the time and cost needed to procure, install,

maintain, and upgrade software. Today, pharma companies have begun to use cloud-based

software for office productivity applications, such as e-mail (Gmail), talent management

(Taleo), and travel and expense management (Concur). Many companies have adopted Sales-

force.com to support sales teams and to provide business intelligence for sales management.

Enterprise applications such as SAP and Oracle are now available as SaaS. Pharma IT has

begun to use these SaaS options as an agile, inexpensive development and test environment.

In the future, pharma R&D will begin to adopt a SaaS version of popular analysis tools. 

� PLATFORM AS A SERVICE (PAAS)—The PaaS level of cloud service provides an integrated

and configurable set of tools to support research, document management, and collabora-

tion. There are few examples of working platforms today. However, this level of cloud ser-

vices, along with orchestration services, promises to take much of the time, cost, and risk out

of the drug development and commercialization cycles. In the future, the pharma industry

will be heavy users of cloud-based platforms for collaborative research along with the cloud-

based business services enabled by the platform.

� INFRASTRUCTURE AS A SERVICE (IAAS)— IaaS is the most basic level and heavily used

level of cloud services today. Pharma companies use IaaS vendors for access to processors,

storage, and upload/download bandwidth. Today’s examples of cloud computing make use

of this inexpensive, easy-to-access hardware for everything from gene sequencing to clini-

cal data management. But the users and the IT groups take on many of the functions of the

traditional data center such as loading data and software, security, and management. In the

future, IaaS will be less used because the proliferation of orchestration services offers users

more business capability with less risk.

� ORCHESTRATION SERVICES— An emerging level of service that provides the full range of

services needed to ensure that cloud-based services provide the secure and reliable services

available from conventional data center-based services. This includes basic tasks such as

managing user access to cloud-based services and managing security, backups, and

accounting. Today, there are few orchestration services available, but expect to see many

new orchestrated services over the next year. Most cloud vendors offer a premium-priced

virtual private cloud that reduces the level of effort needed to provide orchestration. Sys-

tems integrators are also developing cloud orchestration services that enable companies to

manage the cloud like any other data center. In the future, pharma is unlikely to buy cloud-

based services without some level of orchestration. 

Source: Lynette Ferrara, CSC. For more information, visit csc.com.
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